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Abstract. An investigation was undertaken into the relationship between the initial

mathematics knowledge of students and their success in a service physics course aimed at

science students who require an understanding of basic physics concepts but who are not

studying for a physics major. An appropriate method for performing this investigation was

developed, implemented and analysed. Results from a small, self-selected sample indicated

a correlation between the initial mathematical knowledge of students and learning gains

obtained during the course.
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1. Introduction

There is a clear link between physics and mathematics and it is essential that a physics student

has a suitable mathematical background. This is an issue for physics students but is generally

not considered to be so significant for service physics students since the level of mathematics

they require is less. A link between mathematical ability and achievement in physics has

recently been studied. Meltzer [1] identified a correlation between mathematical ability at

the start of a first-year physics course and the normalised learning gains of the students. It

was also found that the normalised learning gains in physics were independent of the initial

physics knowledge of the students. The investigation was aimed at the conceptual learning

gains of the students, not their ability to handle the mathematics in the course. That is, small

normalised learning gain could be associated with students who failed to grasp the concepts

rather than student who could not cope with the mathematics. The underlying explanation of

these results is not clear; however, they indicate that a physics student is better served by a

good pre-knowledge of mathematics rather than a good pre-knowledge of physics, certainly in

terms of their learning gains which, over a full degree course, will be the important variable.

The aim of this work is to investigate to what extent the findings of Meltzer [1] can be applied

to service physics courses where very little pre-knowledge is required by a student. If the

findings of Meltzer [1] are mirrored in a service physics course, where an understanding of
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the concepts is considered more important than establishing a mathematical theory, it may

be necessary to re-think the level of background mathematics provided during the course or

required prior to starting.

1.1. The Service Physics Course

The service physics course considered here is a first-year university course for science

students, typically from biomedical sciences. It is designed for students with little or no

background in physics or mathematics. The mathematics required in the course is covered

at the start; this consists of re-arranging equations and the concept of a vector. The course

is taught using a traditional lecture, tutorial and laboratory structure. The course is assessed

through an exam with a 70% weighting in which approximately half the questions have a

numerical requirement; the remainder of the questions involve descriptive answers. The other

30% of the assessment consists of assignments submitted during the course and laboratory

work.

1.2. Assessing Mathematical Pre-Knowledge

To investigate the relationship between learning gains and mathematical pre-knowledge it

is necessary to gauge mathematical pre-knowledge. A mathematics test at the start of the

course was used to measure the student’s mathematical pre-knowledge. This gives a direct

measurement of the student’s mathematical pre-knowledge at that time and is the method

applied by Meltzer [1] and others [2, 3, 4].

1.3. Developing a Mathematical Pre-Knowledge Test

A mathematics pre-knowledge test (MPT) must be designed such that it gives a true measure

of the range of ability in the course. For example, a test consisting of trivial questions that

every student can answer will not reveal any information. A well designed test must contain

questions covering the range of student abilities. Without the ability to ‘test the test’, the

questions must be selected based on a general idea of the level of the mathematical pre-

knowledge of the students. In order to ensure the validity of the questions, it was decided to

select questions used in other investigations [1, 5, 6, 7]. These questions were used in pre-

knowledge tests of physics students, so it might be expected that the service physics students

would score less well; however it was felt that a full range of abilities would still be covered.

It was decided that using well-established question that had been used in other pre-knowledge

tests offset the possible disadvantage arising from the fact that some questions may be at too

high a level for the average student in the course.

2. Assessing Learning Gains in Service Physics

Once the mathematical pre-knowledge had been measured, it is necessary to measure the

learning gains in the service physics course. Following Meltzer [1] this was achieved by a
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series of questions on the topics covered in the course. The questions were answered by

the students prior to the course (at the same time as the MPT) and again after the material

had been covered. Unlike the MPT test, no questions were available in the literature at a

suitable level for the material covered in the course. McDermott and Redish [8] identified a

number of research works dealing with students undertaking courses in fluid mechanics (the

course topic), however, none deal with the level and topics of this service physics course. It

was therefore necessary to build a set of questions which covered the correct material at a

level suitable for measuring learning gain. The learning gain can be defined as the difference

between a student’s results in the service physics post test (SPoT) and the service physics pre

test (SPrT), where the questions used in the two tests are the same.

2.1. Normalised Learning Gains

The learning gain defined above, gives a measure of how much students have learnt in the

course. It is not, however, a good unit of measurement for the success of a student since it

discriminates against students who had a good pre-knowledge and benefits students with a

poor pre-knowledge. To overcome this Meltzer [1] considered the normalised learning gain,

g. This is defined as g = (SPoT% - SPrT%)/(100 -SPrT%), where SPoT% and SPrT% are the

percentage scores in the post and pre service physics tests respectively. That is, the increase

in the number of questions answered correctly normalised by the maximum possible increase.

3. Administering the Tests

The tests were presented in the form of two multiple choice tests: the first consisted of the

MPT and the SPrT while the second was the SPoT, consisting of the same questions as the

SPrT. Each question paper included an identification number which the students were asked

to mark on their answer sheet. Further they were asked to keep a copy of the identification

number with their notes so that they could place it on the post test answer sheet. This enabled

the learning gain to be calculated while keeping the system anonymous. The students were in

the first or second year of a non-physics degree and fell into the 18-22 age group. The class

size was 75 students and a self-selected subset of 15 students complete both the pre and post

tests. Since the test was anonymous and not compulsory, it was not possible to determine any

details about the makeup of this subset.

4. Analysis of the Test Questions

It is important that the range of difficulty in the tests span the ability of the students. The same

questions were being used for the SPrT and SPoT, so these questions must cover both ranges.

This is important here since the SPT questions have not been used previously and the MPT

questions were originally designed for physics students rather than service physics students.

This was investigated using Rasch Modelling.
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Table 1. Illustration of the Rasch model for 4 students and 6 multiple choice questions. The

answers to the questions are represented by a ‘1’ for correct and a ‘0’ for wrong.

Question Total

1 2 3 4 5 6

Student 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 4

Student 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 4

Student 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 3

Student 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 3

Answered correctly, N 4 4 2 0 4 0

4.1. Rasch Modelling

Here we analyse the questions, after the tests have been completed, to investigate to what

extend the original aims were achieved. This was done using Rasch Modelling [9, 10]. The

basic principle is illustrated in table 1. The first 5 rows represent a spreadsheet recording the

marks of 4 students answering 6 multiple choice questions. The total is also given and further

statistics might be applied; for example the class average is 3.5 and the standard deviation

is 0.5. The principle behind Rasch modelling is to apply the same approach to analyse the

questions to see if their difficulty matches the ability of the students. In the bottom row of

table 1, the number of times each question has been answered correctly, N , is displayed. We

see that each student answered questions 1, 2 and 5 correctly. This suggests that they are too

easy, relative to the ability of the students, and have no effect in separating the students. In the

same way questions 4 and 6 were always answered incorrectly and are too difficult, relative

to the students’ ability. Thus only question 3 is suitable for separating the students’ ability.

That is, if only question 3 had been asked the results would be the same (in terms of rank

order). In Rasch Modelling the students’ responses are used to determine the difficulty, δi,

of each question and the ability, βn, of each student. Knowing βn and δi for each question

and student does not determine a result table (such as table 1) since a student with a high

(low) ability will occasionally answer an easy (hard) question incorrectly (correctly). Thus

a probabilistic approach is employed in Rasch analysis where the probability of Student Sa

answering question Qb correctly is

e
βSa−δQb

1 + e
βSa−δQb

. (1)

This is the basis of Rasch Modelling. Here it was performed using Ministep [11]. The

outcomes for the tests are presented in figure 1 and will be discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3;

here only the interpretation of the output will be considered. The horizontal line separates

the students (represented by the numbers in diamonds below the line) from the questions

(represented by numbers in squares above the line). Also shown is a Gaussian curve. This is

included to indicate the positions of the mean and standard deviation calculated in the analysis.

It is not intended to infer that the data has a Gaussian form. The units on the horizontal axis

(-2, -1, ... ) are in logits. This is a scale that can be applied equally to both sets (students
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Figure 1. Rasch analysis of a) MPT, b) SPrT and c) SPoT.

and questions) and is linear. An increasing value for the students represents increased ability

while for the questions increased difficulty. The logits, or log odds are the difference between

student ability and question difficulty (βSa − δQb in (1)). The zero point in the logit scale

corresponds to the mean of question difficulty. Whenever a student, Sa, and a question, Qb,

line up; student Sa had a 50% chance of getting question Qb (or a question with the same level

of difficulty) correct. This student will have a less than 50% chance of getting the right answer

for a question to the right of Qb in the figure, the probability of a correct answer decreasing

with the increasing position of the question (difficulty). Similarly Sa will have a greater than

50% chance of answering a question to the left of Qb in the figure. A student who has a 50%

chance of answering a question of mean difficulty correctly, therefore, has a logit value of 0.

4.2. Rasch Modelling of the MPT

Rasch analysis of the MPT is shown in figure 1a. It is evident that there is a mismatch between

the difficulty of the questions and the students’ ability. The zero corresponds to a question of

mean difficulty (Q1 and Q2), however the mean position for the students is greater than one.

In other words, the questions were too easy for the students, or the students’ ability was too
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great for the questions. This is slightly surprising since an initial assumption was that the

students had trouble with aspects of mathematics. It may be that students who felt they could

answer most questions submitted their answers, while those who found it difficult were less

inclined to finish or hand in. This must be considered when interpreting the final results.

Despite this discrepancy in matching the difficulty of the questions to the student’s ability, the

questions span the range of the student ability with Q11 difficult enough to cause problems

for the most able students and Q5 and Q14 easy enough that the least able students have a

reasonable probability of answering them correctly. Between these questions there is a fairly

even spread of questions. Q3, Q7 and Q10 are wasted since they give little or no information

which can be used to split the student’s ability. Ideally they should be replaced with harder

questions if the tests were to be reused. Despite these flaws the Rasch modelling suggests

that the questions are generally suitable for the students and can be used to assess their pre-

knowledge in mathematics as required.

4.3. Rasch Modelling of the SPrT and SPoT

Rasch analysis was also performed for both the pre and post service physics tests and is

shown in figure 1b and c respectively. In figure 1b the difficulty of the questions and the

students’ ability are reasonably well matched. Q4, Q11 and Q12 are bunched at the top of

the diagram suggesting they are particularly difficult. In figure1c questions are not so well

matched to the student with the mean for the student’s ability occurring at the mean plus one

standard deviation for the question difficulty. This is to be expected if there is an increase in

the student’s ability due to taking the course. This is also seen from the six questions, almost

half, which fall below the lowest student level. It is also interesting to note that the higher

level of student ability has acted to separate Q4, Q11 and Q12. There is also some change in

the order of difficulty of the questions. This is possibly due to certain aspects of the course

being understood better than others. Thus the Rasch analysis indicates that the difficulty of

the questions is reasonably well matched to the students’ ability making them suitable for

their intended use.

5. Learning Gains in Service Physics

The normalised learning gain g is shown in figure 2 as a function of the SPrT results. No

positive correlation was found and in fact the best-fit line has a small negative gradient. Figure

3 shows g plotted against the MPT results. For comparison between figure 3 and the results of

Meltzer [1] we note that the correlation coefficient quoted by Meltzer [1] is r = +0.46 and the

best-fit straight line (in the units used here) is g = 0.00568M + 0.228. Comparing the results

here with the results of Meltzer[1] indicates a number of similarities. Neither set of results

shows a correlation between normalised gain and pre-knowledge of the subject. The results

in figure 3 indicate a positive correlation with r = +0.51, similar to the value found by Meltzer

[1]. The value of the gradient for the best-fit straight line is also similar although it is difficult

to determine the significance of this given the large difference in the constant term in both
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Figure 2. The normalised learning gain and the SPrT results.

equations. Given the relatively small number of responses to both tests in the present research

(15), it is not possible to give too much weight to the findings. Despite the small number of

participants, the results in figure 3 do indicate a positive correlation between the normalised

learning gains of service physics students and their pre-knowledge of mathematics, similar to

the results for physics students reported by Meltzer[1].

It is also important to consider the subset of students who are represented in this study.

This subset contained only 20% of the class and was self-selected. Due to the anonymous

nature of the study it was not possible to determine if the subset is representative of the whole

class, or the reasons why students chose not to participate. It is possible that the students who

had difficulty with the questions would be less likely to completed and submit the tests. There

is no direct evidence for this; however, the relatively high marks obtained in the MPT by

students with a limited mathematical background are consistent with this hypothesis. Since

only a small proportion of the class participated in the study it is clear that the self-selection

mechanism will introduce a bias to the results and any conclusion drawn from this study may

not apply to the whole class. Without knowledge of which students completed the tests it is

only possible to speculate as to the make of this group. Thus the conclusions of this study
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Figure 3. The normalised learning gain and the MPT results. The best-fit line is g = 0.0080M

- 0.25, where M is the percentage MPT mark. The correlation coefficient is r = +0.51.

may not be applicable to all students in service physics courses; however, even if it applies to

only 20% of such students, consideration of the results by those involved in teaching service

physics could lead to improved learning gains for a significant number of students.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The results in figure 3 indicate a correlation between learning gains in service physics and pre-

knowledge of mathematics. This conclusion is drawn from a limited number of data points

(15). The results suggest a positive correlation, however, the small number of responses

indicates a level of doubt in the certainty of this conclusion. It is also evident that the results

only represent the subset of the class who self-selected to undertake the survey and may not

be representative of the whole class. At the very least the results indicate that there may be

a correlation and that it would be advantageous to perform a further, larger study. In such

a study it would be essential that students with a lower level of mathematical ability were

included. The results of the Rasch analysis presented in figure 1 could be used to ensure that
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suitable questions were asked. For example questions Q3, Q7 and Q10 could be replaced with

more difficult questions.

It is also interesting to compare figures. 1b and c. By considering the level of difficulty

of the questions it is possible to identify in which topic areas the students understanding has

improved. We note that the numerical logit scales vary between the two figures due to the

learning gains experienced by the students. Thus we can not compare values between the

two figures. We can, however, place the questions in rank order of difficulty and look for

questions which have moved out of place. In this study Q1 and Q10 have both increased in

relative difficulty. This suggests that students are having difficulty with the concepts in these

questions. Thus the Rasch modelling has also enabled two topics with a low learning gain to

be identified. This is probably due to local aspects of the teaching and not a global issue. It

does, however, highlight how such topics can be identified in the Rasch analysis so that the

manner in which they are covered can be modified.

In conclusion, a template for comparing the learning gains of non-physics science

students taking a service physics course with the student’s pre-knowledge of mathematics

has been developed and analysed. Further, results obtained using the template suggest that

there is a correlation between learning gain and mathematical pre-knowledge. This mirrors

the results of Meltzer [1] for students studying toward a physics major. A larger survey is

required to provide a greater level of statistical certainty.
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